Nous montrons que pour tout t > 0, u(t), v(t) E LOO(R). Cet effet régularisant est lie a la possibilité de dé-finir la solution au sens Kruzkov du système de Burger -Carleman.
ABSTRACT. -We prove existence and uniqueness of a Kruzkov solution (u(t), v(t)) of the Burger-Carleman's system with initial data (uo, vo ) E Ll(R)+ x L1 (R)+. Moreover, we show that for any t > 0, u(t), v(t) E L°° {R) with precise estimates. In fact, this regularizing effect is related to the possibility of defining Kruzkov's solutions for the Burger-Carleman's system.
We consider the following first order system which will be called the Burger-Carleman's system : (BC) with initial data uo , vo e L1(R)+. We prove the existence and uniqueness of a Kruzkov's solution of (BC) (see definition 1 below) using the theory of nonlinear semigroups generated by accretive operators. We notice that the possibility of defining Kruzkov's solutions for (BC) when the initial data (uo, vo) E depends on the L1 -regularizing effect for homogeneous equations proved in [2] . In fact, the estimates proved in [2] . imply that for any (uo, vo 6 Cf((0, T) x R), ~ > 0 and all k, k' 6 R.
As it is costumary
Similarly one defines signo (r). 
Since T-R, T Thus u(t), v(t) are mild solutions of . respectively therefore (u(t), v(t)) is the Kruzkov's solution . of (BC) in [0, T] x R with initial data (uo, vo) letting 1-~ -~ o0 on (6) and then T, s -> 0 we get : for any t > 0. From this estimate, the uniqueness of Kruzkov's solutions of (BC) follows. This finishes the proof of theorem 1.
